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Kombucha and Cold brew is an emerging market in which Vitikit are well 

placed to offer both advice and a carefully selected product range to 

meet the demands and expectation of Kombucha Producers.

Vitikit Limited was established in 2013 in order to offer 

quality wine and cider making equipment at affordable prices from 

hobbyist level to commercial producers. We have since expanded to offer 

equipment for Distilling, Brewing and Kombucha Making.

As a small family-run business customer satisfaction is a priority and any 

feedback on how we can improve our business is always gratefully 

received. We look forward to establishing long-standing business 

relationships with our customers and would like to thank you for your 

support.
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The Kombucha business is thriving in the UK and especially across the 

pond, in the U.S. In the United States, It is predicted that kombucha will 

overtake cider in the next 5 years, in terms of volume of sales.

Here are some more interesting facts and statistics about kombucha, the 

drink that has caused quite a stir in recent times:

•It is a probiotic – just like yoghurt and kimchi.

•It does not provide major caffeine boosts – kombucha tends to contain 

around 2 to 25mg of caffeine.

•Kombucha can help boost metabolism.
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We offer a range of other tanks which are used for Kombucha makers 

looking to boost production and take their business to the next level. 

If your business is looking to increase your tank capacity and upscale, we 

offer a range of affordable equipment. Our range of tanks include:

➢ Algor Dedicated Kombucha Tanks

➢ Algor FPP  Variable Capacity, Flat Bottom Tanks 

➢ JaklicVariable Capacity Tanks with Legs

We offer guidance to all our customers to ensure you are happy with 

the equipment we provide. Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have 

any questions or queries for our team!
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Producers of kombucha know that the difference between good 

kombucha and great kombucha is the art of the SCOBY. In partnership 

with Algor we are proud to announce the 2020 launch of a one-of-a-kind 

line of stainless steel tanks tailored to the needs of the kombucha artisan 

craft.

This line of vessels features an ideal surface-to-depth ratio to promote 

balanced symbiosis and high ethanol metabolism, which results in low 

alcohol kombucha brewing. Built with four to five access ports fitted with 

1.5” Tri-Clamp ferrules for efficient kombucha transfer, QC accessories 

and sanitary connections, these

tanks accommodate multiple brewing methods. A reusable sanitary cover 

for perfect air exchange and protection during fermentation is also 

available.

The three volumes offered:

• 220 Liters (58 Gallons),

• 520 Liters (137 Gallons)

• 1025 Liters (270 Gallons)
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The FPP tanks is a variable capacity tank with a flat bottom, and floating 

lid kit.  Available with inox stand and welded side manway door. It is the 

perfect entry fermentation vessel which comes in a variety of different 

sizes.
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Our partners Jaklic are one of our preferred tank manufactures due to 

there high quality and dedication for continual improvement. There tanks  

are made of stainless steel W.No 1.4301 BA (AISI 304-V2A). With an

inner floating lid allowing the volume to be adapted according to the 

clients needs.. Our standard production program involves open tanks 

with legs and without legs. The upper coat edge is additionally 

strengthened to assure greater tank stability. Larger open tanks with legs 

are equipped with a crane and pulley for easy floating lid lifting. 

Optionally, the tank can be equipped with an oval or rectangular manway 

(welded), with a cooling jacket or other accessories.
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Vitikit and V-Brew are proud to be the UK agent for Romfil Crossflow 

filter systems. This equipment type is growing in popularity all over the 

world as beer producers realise the benefits of the system. To name a 

few:

•Energy saving

•Cost Efficiency

•Automated filtration – only one filtration required

Crossflow filtration used to be only available to the very large breweries 

of this world, due to the size and cost of the brewing equipment. Romfil 

crossflow filtration systems now provide an option for a smaller 

machine, which has opened up the market to breweries here in the UK. 

If you have an interest in a crossflow machine for your Kombucha 

manufacturing, please get in touch for a demonstration.
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Plate filters offer a compact solution for filtration, using sheets to filter 

to the required level. The FC filter range is made entirely of stainless 

steel. It is mounted on wheels and provided with a drip collection tray. 

The filter unit is closed by centrally located stainless steels screws. The 

plates (400x400 mm) are made of Polypropylene for alimentary use or in 

PA66FV30, Polyethylene or stainless steel  AISI 316. The filter is also 

provided with pressure gauges, valves and a sight gauge for the liquid.
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V-brew Engineers have been designing the new temperature control 

system. The computerised management system is a flexible automated 

system, which can be controlled through the touch screen pad. The 

system sets, monitors and records the temperature conditions of each 

tank. Records can be kept ensuring consistency of fermentation and 

storage conditions. The system can include the following functions:

•Energy saving

•Cost Efficiency

•Automated Control

•Scaled and Customised to users needs
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V-brew Temperature Control System is a modular and flexible system. The 

system is managed using the WEINTEK Touch Screen Human Machine 

Interface (HMI) and Siemens LOGO PLC. Warning messages can be sent 

out via email to report tank temperature malfunctions, cooling unit power 

cuts and other warnings.

Flexible all-able system – Can control and display all of the following 

information and electronic equipment and many other winery equipment 

and process: 

• Tank Temperature

• Pumps and Cooling Unit

• Reports, graphs archived

• Warning messages
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Our mailing address is:

Orchard Barn

Sanctuary Lane

Aylesbeare

Exeter

Devon

ENGLAND, EX5 1ET

Tel: +44 (0) 1395 233031

Email: info@vitikit.com

Kombucha

Equipment

Suppliers.


